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Kiss My Face
Spunge

[sPUNGE]
Kiss My Face
Standard Tuning
Tabbed out by Jay The Punk

Couldn t work out the lead or solo if anyone does please email it to me
theevolutionofmann@hotmail.com

KEY
   F#  B  C#  E 
e-----------------------------|
B-----------------------------|
G--9--------7-----------------|
D--9--7--9--7-----------------|
A--7--7--9--5-----------------|
E-----5--7--------------------|
 
Intro
Double strokes each note
F# X4 B X2 Ex2 

Let ring
V-V V=Double Strokes
E B F# X2 

Cause I dont care if you think i m mean or fair or if I m cruel or kind,
F#                        B                       F#                      C#

Cause no matter what I do theres still alot more wrong with you,
F#                                  B

So you can just kiss my face.
    F#            C#       F#        

Cause I dont care if you think i m mean or fair or if I m cruel or kind,
F#                        B                       F#                      C#

Cause no matter what I do theres still alot more wrong with you,
F#                                  B

So you can just kiss my face.
    F#            C#       F#



I think you oughta know if I dont like you then I tell you so.
F#

I think today s the day that I really dont care what I say.
B                            F#  

So if I don t like your cloaths or your make up on your nose, I ll tell you so.
E                                  B                                          F#

If when you re dressed for work you look like a total jerk I ll let you know.
E                                   B                                    F#

Cause I dont care if you think i m mean or fair or if I m cruel or kind,
F#                        B                       F#                      C#

Cause no matter what I do theres still alot more wrong with you,
F#                                  B

So you can just kiss my face.
    F#            C#       F#        

Cause I dont care if you think i m mean or fair or if I m cruel or kind,
F#                        B                       F#                      C#

Cause no matter what I do theres still alot more wrong with you,
F#                                  B

So you can just kiss my face.
    F#            C#       F#

I don t really care if you wanna dress in women s underwear.
F#

Theres nothing wrong with pink, so you shouldnt really care what I think.
B                            F#  

But just give me all your money or I ll run and tell your mummy that you do.
E                                  B                                          F#

By the look of surprise I ll sumise that she hasnt got a clue.
E                                   B                                    F#

Cause I dont care if you think i m mean or fair or if I m cruel or kind,
F#                        B                       F#                      C#

Cause no matter what I do theres still alot more wrong with you,
F#                                  B



So you can just kiss my face.
    F#            C#       F#        

Cause I dont care if you think i m mean or fair or if I m cruel or kind,
F#                        B                       F#                      C#

Cause no matter what I do theres still alot more wrong with you,
F#                                  B

So you can just kiss my face.
    F#            C#       F#

Solo

Cause I dont care if you think i m mean or fair or if I m cruel or kind,
F#                        B                       F#                      C#

Cause no matter what I do theres still alot more wrong with you,
F#                                  B

So you can just kiss my face.
    F#            C#       F#        

Cause I dont care if you think i m mean or fair or if I m cruel or kind,
F#                        B                       F#                      C#

Cause no matter what I do theres still alot more wrong with you,
F#                                  B

So you can just kiss my face.
    F#            C#       F#


